
22C078 Homework 3: Python Exercises
due by the end of 16th February 2004

Instructions: for this homework, email your solutions (attaching programs and files) to me,

herman@cs.uiowa.edu

with [22C078] hw3 in the subject line; if you don’t put this in the subject line, my spam-killer
might destroy your email. For your convenience, three files elimchars.py, list2dict.py,
and gunion.py can be downloaded from the course web site.

Problem 1 [5 points] Make a Python function called elimchars that takes two strings as input:
first, a lookup string k, and then a second input string s; elimchars outputs a string consisting
of s with all the characters that appear in k removed. To be more explicit, here is the docstring
(described in Chapter 17 and in class) for the function:

""" elimchars - remove designated characters from
a string, returning a new string.

>>> elimchars("a","have")
’hve’
>>> elimchars("","this is a test")
’this is a test’
>>> elimchars("o","ophelia oliver")
’phelia liver’
>>> elimchars("this","this or that")
’ or a’
>>>

"""

Problem 2 [5 points] Make a Python function called list2dict that takes as input a list of pairs
(that is, a list of tuples, with each tuple having two items) and produces as output a corresponding
dictionary. A docstring for list2dict follows.

""" list2dict - build a dictionary from a list of tuples.

>>> list2dict( [ (3,5), (’a’,’b’) ] )
{’a’: ’b’, 3: 5}
>>> list2dict([(1,’a’),(9,"test"),(0,1)])
{0: 1, 1: ’a’, 9: ’test’}

"""
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Problem 3 [2 points] A graph (made of vertices and edges) can be represented in Python by a dictio-
nary. For example, for the graph G shown in this figure:

1 2

3

4

we can have a dictionary

{ 1:[2], 2:[1,3,4], 3:[2,4], 4:[3,2] }

In the dictionary, each key represents a graph vertex and the value corresponding to a key is a list of
vertices to which the key is connected in the graph.

Write a Python function gunion that takes two graphs as input and outputs the union of these two
graphs. Here’s a docstring for the function:

""" gunion - compute graph union

>>> gunion({},{})
{}
>>> gunion({2:[2]},{3:[3]})
{2: [2], 3: [3]}
>>> g = {1:[2], 2:[1,3], 3:[2]}
>>> h = {2:[4], 4:[2,5], 5:[4]}
>>> gunion(g,h)
{1: [2], 2: [1, 3, 4], 3: [2], 4: [2, 5], 5: [4]}
>>> gunion(h,g)
{1: [2], 2: [1, 3, 4], 3: [2], 4: [2, 5], 5: [4]}
>>> g = { 0:[1], 1:[0,2], 2:[1] }
>>> h = { 4:[3], 3:[4,2], 2:[3] }
>>> gunion(g,h)
{0: [1], 1: [0, 2], 2: [1, 3], 3: [2, 4], 4: [3]}
>>> gunion(h,g)
{0: [1], 1: [0, 2], 2: [1, 3], 3: [2, 4], 4: [3]}

"""

Note: writing gunion correctly may be more difficult than you first expect; for example you could
write a version of gunionwhere the order of the edges associated with vertex 2 differs between what
gunion(h,g) and gunion(g,h) return. If you want to force them to be the same, you might use
the list sort() function on each dictionary value before gunion returns.
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Problem 4 [5 points] In the far distant kingdom of X, there is a problem with too much population,
and the king decides that drastic measures are needed. Currently, the average family has six children,
and this number must be reduced. The king wishes to issue a decree that each family can have no
more than one child; however, he knows this will cause a revolt of the people because of an ancient
belief that each family is entitled to have a son to inherit the family name. His council suggests a
compromise: each family must stop having children as soon as a son is born. The king poses two
questions to the council: (i) what will be the ratio of females to males with this new policy, and (ii)
what will be the average number of children in a family?

Your tasks is to answer (i) and (ii) by simulating 10,000 families. In your simulation, ignore the
possibilities of childless families or twins: each family is assumed to continue having one child at a
time until the outcome is male. Also, we assume that the probability of a birth producing a male is
the same as that of having a female (50% in each case).

In order to write a Python program simulating 10,000 families, clearly you’ll need to have a loop
through 10,0000 iterations and counters to keep track of the number of children born, the genders,
and so on. But how to simulate a birth? Use a psuedo-random coin toss: at the beginning of your
program import the random module described in Chapter 15:

import random

Then, where you want to simulate one birth, you could write something like:

child = random.choice( [ "male", "female" ] )

Each time Pythod executes this assignment to child the outcome will be a random selection with
equal probability.
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